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Siegelman draws on his experience as a public official and an Inmate to show
why the nation's criminal justice system must be reformed and offers a
blueprint for change in 2020.
Former Alabama Governor Don Siegelman’s searing memoir-political
exposé, Stealing Our Democracy, explodes the myth of an impartial
U.S. Justice System. Don Siegelman was arguably the most successful
and promising politician in modern Alabama history. His three-decade
success in public service ran afoul of Republican opponents who, after
conspiring to steal his reelection in 2002, used the Department of Justice
to take him out of contention in Alabama and nationally.
Siegelman was sentenced to 88 months in federal prison, served five
years- with long stretches of solitary confinement- and was a literal
political prisoner cut off from media interviews and outside contact.
Stealing Our Democracy reveals how the Department of Justice, used as a
political weapon, stripped him of his freedom and his career which
brought Alabama’s era of progressive Democratic populism to an end.
His book is an intensely personal account of how our system can
fail and be abused for political greed. And if it could happen to him,
he writes, it can happen to any of us, particularly in this era when there
are little restraints on the Department of Justice.

Praise for Stealing Our Democracy:
“Don Siegelman, Alabama’s first
progressive governor, was elected with a
majority of black and white voters. He
advanced the cause of justice for African
Americans and women, appointing
more African Americans as judges than
had been elected or appointed in
Alabama’s history. This drove
Republicans crazy. The coup de grace
was that Governor Siegelman was going
to give free college education and free
early learning to all Alabama children.”
— Congressman John Lewis
“If you doubt that politics are the mortal
enemy of justice, read Stealing Our
Democracy. This is a sobering reminder
of the vast powers the federal
government has wrongfully used as a
sledgehammer to achieve a conviction
at any cost. Terrible things happen
when you mix politics with
prosecutions.”
— David C. Iglesias, (R) United States
attorney, District of New Mexico

"Stealing Our Democracy reveals how the
Department of Justice, used as a political
weapon, is threatening America's
democracy. Siegelman’s story is
astonishing, compelling, and infuriating.”
— Thom Hartmann, America’s #1
Progressive Talk Show Host, New York
Timesbestselling author

"Don Siegelman was the most successful
Democratic politician Alabama. His new
book tells an amazing odyssey; the constant
that links the many strands of the governor's
political assassination is Karl Rove.”
— Scott Horton, Contributing Editor,
Harper’s Magazine
“Reading Stealing Our Democracy will make
you cry — and then cry out for integrity in our
justice system."
— Andrew Kreig, author, Presidential
Puppetry, attorney, and Director, Justice
Integrity Project

“Of the thousands of prosecutorial
misconduct cases I have written about, the
government's bad faith described in Stealing
Our Democracy stands out and may be
without parallel. The governor’s story reveals
a continuum of government misconduct
which leaves the reader shaking in disbelief."
— Bennett L. Gershman, professor, Pace
University School of Law, author of
Prosecutorial Misconduct, Trial Error and
Misconduct, and Prosecution Stories

“Don Siegelman's story is nothing less
than an American tragedy.
Understanding the abuses he
experienced may well be the first step to
ending them and to healing our broken
politics.”
— John J. Farmer Jr., former New Jersey
Attorney General, former Dean of Rutgers
Law School, currently Law Professor and
Director of the Eagleton Institute of Politics,
Rutgers
“Stealing Our Democracy shows the abuse
of political power by Republicans began well
before Donald Trump. Karl Rove’s
fingerprints are everywhere on the sleazy
machinations that transformed a rising star
in the Democratic Party—seemingly
destined for the national stage—into a
political prisoner whose biggest crime was
winning elections in a red state.”
— Craig Unger, investigative journalist, author
of Boss Rove, House of Trump, and House of
Putin

"Don Siegelman stared the devil in the eye
and survived. Relentlessly pursued by Karl
Rove and his operatives, the former
Democratic governor of Alabama paid a
steep price but demonstrated a strength of
character that makes the malevolent forces
look weak. Now, in his own words, Siegelman
tells how the saga unfolded, leading him
through trials and disappointments and
finally to prison. Stealing Our Democracy is
a must read for anyone who cares about our
democracy."
— Josephine E. Ayers, chairman and
publisher, The Anniston Star

Questions For The Author
Why did you write this book?
The real reason I wrote this book was to have a platform to change the criminal justice
system. I wrote the political exposé part to let people know what happened, how, why, and by
whom. I felt compelled to warn people how political prosecutions and the abuse of power
threatens our democracy. I wrote the memoir portion to let people know how I became who I
am, how I was elected, and why I became someone who, in their words, “had to be stopped.”
What fuels you to keep fighting?
Because of people like Greta Thornburg and Bryan Stevenson who work for positive change
in the face of overwhelming odds, I am compelled to keep working for justice and democracy.
I’ve seen too many who have been wrongfully sentenced, some to prison, others to death.
On the back of your book you have pictures of President Donald Trump, former U.S.
Attorney General, Jeff Sessions, and Karl Rove, once the Republican Party’s
mastermind. Why these three men?
Donald Trump, because the same abuse of power that brought me down is continuing today.
We have to prevent the Department of Justice from being weaponized to determine the
outcome of an election. Jeff Sessions was interested in running against me for governor. It
was not the FBI that investigated me, it was retired FBI agents who had worked for Jeff
Sessions. Witnesses were threatened, pressured, and cajoled to say what the prosecution
wanted. Karl Rove, because we have sworn testimony before the House Judiciary Committee
that he told the Department of Justice to pursue me. His fingerprints are all over my case.
Aren’t you concerned they will seek retribution?
No. For three reasons: First, truth is an absolute defense to libel; second, my book ends with
152 legal notes; and third, they would never give me a chance to put them under oath.
What is your goal now?
My mission is to make changes in our criminal justice system, to protect those most
vulnerable, and to limit the abuse of power so we can restore our democracy. My book is a
vehicle to reach that end.
With all due respect, you were convicted and served five years, won’t that be hard
for you to do?
Yes, that’s why Stealing Our Democracy must be widely read so people will demand change.
With that, I will have enhanced credibility to stand before Congress with bipartisan support to
create substantive changes in our criminal justice system.
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Scott Pelley's CBS 60
Minutes coverage of
Don Siegelman's case

About The Author
Governor Don Siegelman

Don Siegelman is the only politician in Alabama history to hold all the
state’s top four offices: Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Attorney General, and
Secretary of State. Alabama’s first Catholic governor, and the first “New South”
progressive governor in the state’s post-Civil Rights Era, a staunch Democrat,
Siegelman was a potential 2004 presidential candidate. His success in politics
put him in the crosshairs of powerful Republicans, both within the state and
nationally.
After being declared the winner of his 2002 election, he narrowly lost when
6,000 of his votes disappeared overnight after the polls had closed in a small
Republican controlled county. Siegelman’s request for a recount was thwarted
when the state Attorney General, Karl Rove’s client, seized the ballots, allowing
for Siegelman’s opponent to be certified as the winner. However, in 2003,
Siegelman remained widely popular and was given good odds of regaining the
governor’s office in 2006. But as his campaign was getting underway, he was
indicted- wrongfully, according to over 100 states attorneys general from across
the nation. Siegelman was convicted and given a harsh prison sentence by a
prosecutor and judge withl inks to GOP operative Karl Rove.
The political motivation of the Siegelman case was the subject of a powerful
CBS 60 minutes report by Scott Pelley (February 24, 2008) and a documentary
film," Atticus v. The Architect". Siegelman, now, has devoted himself to
protecting our democracy by limiting the abuse of power through criminal justice
reform.
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"Don is engaged in two important fights: One, for his own freedom and,
the other, to save our democracy. As Americans, we have a responsibility
to protect our democracy from those who would take advantage of it
and abuse their power. "
-Former Vice President Al Gore
In a 2008 letter to supporters

